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uring mitosis, chromosomes are highly condensed
and transcription is silenced globally. One expla-
nation for transcriptional repression is the reduced

accessibility of transcription factors. To directly test this
hypothesis and to investigate the dynamics of mitotic
chromatin, we evaluate the exchange kinetics of several
RNA polymerase I transcription factors and nucleosome
components on mitotic chromatin in living cells. We dem-
onstrate that these factors rapidly exchange on and off
ribosomal DNA clusters and that the kinetics of exchange
varies at different phases of mitosis. In addition, the nu-
cleosome component H1c-GFP also shows phase-specific

D

 

exchange rates with mitotic chromatin. Furthermore, core
histone components exchange at detectable levels that
are elevated during anaphase and telophase, temporally
correlating with H3-K9 acetylation and recruitment of
RNA polymerase II before the onset of bulk RNA synthesis
at mitotic exit. Our findings indicate that mitotic chromo-
somes in general and ribosomal genes in particular, al-
though highly condensed, are accessible to transcription
factors and chromatin proteins. The phase-specific ex-
changes of nucleosome components during late mitotic
phases are consistent with an emerging model of replica-
tion independent core histone replacement.

 

Introduction

 

When cells enter mitosis, chromatin undergoes dramatic struc-
tural alterations, resulting in highly condensed chromosomes
with a compaction ratio up to 1:10,000 (Li et al., 1998). Along
with the condensation of chromatin, the majority of transcrip-
tion is inhibited. The condensed chromosomes are generally
viewed as inactive passengers directed by spindles to align at
the metaphase plate and subsequently separate to opposite
poles of the spindle, resulting in the formation of two daughter
cells each with a copy of the genome.

Although a substantial amount of attention has been fo-
cused on the mechanism by which the chromosomes condense
and segregate, much less is known regarding the mechanism
leading to the transcription silencing during mitosis. Several
possibilities could contribute to this phenotype. First, transcription
factors can be inactivated by Cdks. For example, Cdk1–cyclin-B
kinase is necessary to establish and maintain the suppression of
ribosomal DNA (rDNA) transcription during mitosis (Heix et

al., 1998; Sirri et al., 1999, 2000). Second, changes in chroma-
tin remodeling complexes during mitosis could contribute to
the silencing. Sif et al. (1998) found that components of the
SWI/SNF complex are phosphorylated during mitosis and the
phosphorylation can inactivate the complex in cell free assays,
suggesting that phosphorylation of SWI/SNF may contribute
to transcription silencing during mitosis. Third, it is also
possible that the physical compaction of mitotic chromatin
reduces accessibility of transcription factors to their target
sites and in that way also contributes to mitotic silencing of
transcription in vivo.

To examine the accessibility of DNA to transcription fac-
tors and the dynamics of chromatin structural proteins during
mitotic chromatin condensation in mammalian cells, we analyzed
their chromosome association kinetics using photobleaching
fluorescence microscopy. We find that RNA polymerase I
(RNA pol I) transcription factors rapidly exchange on and off
mitotic nucleolar organizing regions (NORs). In addition,
linker histone H1 shows differential exchange dynamics at
various stages of mitosis with its exchange rate peaking at
metaphase. The core histones appear to be stably associated
with mitotic chromosomes at prophase and metaphase, but
show limited and consistent exchange from chromosome
during anaphase and telophase. The exchange of core histones
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coincides with the increase in histone H3-K9 acetylation,
chromatin association of RNA pol II, and precedes the bulk re-
activation of transcription.

 

Results

 

Mitotic NORs are accessible to RNA pol 
I transcription factors that rapidly 
exchange from chromatin throughout 
mitosis

 

To address whether transcription factors can access their target
sequences in condensed chromosomes, we first evaluated the
dynamics of factors involved in RNA pol I transcription during
mitosis. The RNA pol I transcription machinery is unique in
comparison to RNA pol II and RNA pol III in that many of the
RNA pol I transcription factors localize to the transcriptionally
silent rDNA clusters and NORs during mitosis (Scheer and
Rose, 1984; Roussel et al., 1993, 1996; Gilbert et al., 1995). It
has not been clear whether this accumulation is due to trapping
of RNA pol I components upon cessation of transcription or
whether factors continuously exchange even in condensed
NORs. To distinguish between these possibilities, we examined
the association of a subset of RNA pol I transcription factors
with mitotic NORs in living cells using FRAP microscopy. Pre-
viously characterized functional fusion proteins between the
GFP and RNA pol I factors upstream-binding factor (UBF) 1,
39/40-kD subunit of RNA pol I (RPA39/40), and 43-kD subunit
of RNA pol I (RPA43) were expressed in HeLa cells (Chen and
Huang, 2001; Dundr et al., 2002; Leung et al., 2004). Fig. 1
summarizes their localization in interphase and mitotic cells.
Identical to endogenous proteins, GFP-RNA pol I subunits and
GFP-UBF1 are localized to the nucleolus in a concentrated dot
pattern in interphase cells (Fig. 1; Chen and Huang, 2001;
Dundr et al., 2002; Raska, 2003). In mitotic cells, GFP-UBF1
shows a characteristic association with the NORs, demonstrated
by an accumulation in paired dots on chromosomes throughout

all phases of mitosis (Fig. 1). In contrast, GFP-fusion proteins
of RNA pol I subunits show variations in their association with
NORs during mitosis. RPA43-GFP localizes to NORs through-
out mitosis, whereas GFP-RPA39/40 associates with NORs
during prophase, late anaphase, and telophase, but is not associ-
ated with chromosomes during metaphase and early anaphase
when NORs are transcriptionally silent (Fig. 1). The GFP-RNA
pol I subunits are primarily detected on NORs and are not en-
riched in other parts of mitotic chromosomes when colocalized
with UBF. In contrast to the RNA pol I subunits, a GFP-fusion
of the largest subunit of RNA pol II (Sugaya et al., 2000) is not
detected at NORs on mitotic chromosomes at any phase during
mitosis (see Fig. 9).

In FRAP experiments, cells that expressed the lowest
levels of GFP-fusion proteins were chosen for the analyses.
The fluorescence signal of GFP-UBF1 at NORs recovers
more slowly during mitosis with the time of 50% fluorescence
recovery (t

 

50

 

) ranging from 17 to 45 s as compared with 5 s in
interphase nucleoli (Fig. 2 A, top, B, and C). Remarkably,
GFP-UBF1 shows different kinetics at various phases of mi-
tosis (Fig. 2, B and C). NOR-associated GFP-UBF1 fluores-
cence recovers the fastest at metaphase with a t

 

50

 

 of 15 s and
slower at prophase and telophase with t

 

50

 

 of 45 s and 31 s, re-
spectively (Fig. 2, B and C). The fluorescence recoveries re-
flect the exchange dynamics of the fusion protein on and off
chromosomes (Phair et al., 2004). The decrease in fluores-
cence recovery during mitosis could either be due to lower ac-
cessibility and thus a lower on rate of the protein with chro-
matin, or alternatively, it could be due to a slower off rate of
the protein from chromosomes. To distinguish between these
possibilities, we used fluorescence loss in photobleaching
(FLIP) analysis to compare the rate of fluorescence loss of
GFP-UBF1 in interphase cells with those on mitotic chroma-
tin during continuous bleach pulses in the nucleoplasm or mi-
totic cytoplasm, respectively (Fig. 2 A, bottom and D). If ac-
cessibility is the cause of the slower FRAP rate, we expect

Figure 1. Subcellular localization of GFP-
fusion proteins of RNA pol I transcription fac-
tors in cells at various phases of cell cycle as
labeled. Bar, 10 �M. Arrowheads indicate
NOR-associated corresponding GFP-fusion
proteins.
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similar FLIP rates in interphase and mitotic cells because
FLIP primarily measures the off rate of the protein from
DNA. The results demonstrate that the fluorescence loss of
GFP-UBF1 is much slower on mitotic chromosomes as com-
pared with that in interphase nucleoli (Fig. 2 A, bottom and D),
suggesting that UBF1 has a slower off rate from mitotic than
from interphase chromosomes.

In addition to UBF1, RPA43-GFP, which has been exten-
sively characterized (Dundr et al., 2002), also associates with the
NORs throughout mitosis. RPA43-GFP shows similar fluores-
cence recovery kinetics in both prophase, when NORs are tran-
scriptionally inactive, and in interphase (Fig. 3 D), when NORs
are transcriptionally active. The recovery kinetics increases to t

 

50

 

around 2 s during metaphase (unpublished data) and anaphase
from 

 

�

 

7 s in interphase (Fig. 3). However, upon transcriptional
reactivation of NORs in late anaphase/early telophase, FRAP ki-
netics of RPA43-GFP returns to levels similar to those observed
in interphase nucleoli (Fig. 3 A, bottom and D; Dundr et al.,
2002). This observation suggests that GFP-RPA43 may alter its
association–dissociation kinetics at NORs and is loosely associ-
ated with NORs when rDNA transcription is shut down.

In contrast to UBF1 and RPA43, GFP-RPA39/40 shows
a different association behavior with mitotic NORs. GFP-
RPA39/40 associates with NORs at prophase, but is no
longer detected in NORs on metaphase chromosomes, and it
becomes again associated with NORs at late anaphase and
early telophase (Fig. 1; Leung et al., 2004). GFP-RPA39/40
recovers at NORs slightly faster on prophase chromosomes
as compared with those within interphase nucleoli (Fig. 3, B
and C). Although GFP-RPA39/40 does not appear to be con-
sistently associated with NORs throughout mitosis, it ex-
changes from NORs in a way similar to RPA43 at prophase
and telophase.

The differences in the dynamics and associations of dif-
ferent RNA pol I subunits during mitosis is consistent with
the different functional roles of these subunits. RPA43, a reg-
ulatory subunit, is thought to play a role in bridging the initi-
ation complex and other RNA pol I subunits (Cavanaugh et
al., 2002; Yuan et al., 2002). In contrast, RPA39/40 is
thought to be assembled into the polymerase complex at a
late stage (Dundr et al., 2002). Altogether, these findings
demonstrate that several RNA pol I transcription factors rap-
idly exchange from chromosomes during mitosis in the ab-
sence of transcription and have access to NORs even in con-
densed mitotic chromosomes.

 

GFP-UBF1 accesses NORs during 
mitosis through DNA binding

 

Although RNA pol I transcription factors appear to retain their
dynamic association/disassociation behavior on mitotic NORs, it
is not clear if these factors bind directly to target DNA or inter-
act with components that are associated with NORs. To distin-
guish between these possibilities, we analyzed GFP-UBF1 in de-
tail because its DNA-binding properties have been extensively
characterized (Bell et al., 1988; Jantzen et al., 1990). Deletion
mutations from the COOH terminus of the protein showed that
the NH

 

2

 

 terminus plus high mobility group (HMG) box 1 are
sufficient for DNA binding as tested by binding to a DNA col-
umn or footprinting of the rDNA promoter (Jantzen et al., 1992).
A mutant without the HMG box 1 can no longer be footprinted
at the rDNA promoter (Jantzen et al., 1992). We generated a se-
ries of GFP-tagged deletion mutant from the COOH terminus
similar to those made by Jantzen et al. (1992; Fig. 4 A). The mu-
tants were transfected into HeLa cells and the localization of the
mutants on mitotic NORs was evaluated. As demonstrated in
Fig. 4 B, all deletion mutants containing the NH

 

2

 

 terminus plus

Figure 2. FRAP and FLIP of GFP-UBF1 during mitosis in HeLa cells. BL represents the first image acquired after photobleaching. The number at the bottom
of each panel indicates the time after photobleaching. (A) Fluorescent images of the FRAP (top) and FLIP (bottom) processes. Box indicates the area of
bleaching and fluorescence recovery. Bar, 10 �m. (B) Quantification of the fluorescence recoveries through changes in RFI over time for GFP-UBF1 in
interphase and all phases of mitotic cells. (C) Graphic presentation of the time of 50% fluorescence recovery (t50) of GFP-UBF in cells at various mitotic
phases and interphase. (D) FLIP of GFP-UBF1 at interphase and metaphase cells. Error bars represent averages from 12 to 16 cells � SD.
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HMG box 1 were able to associate with metaphase NORs as
pairs of dots (arrowheads). However, neither the GFP-fusion
protein containing the NH

 

2

 

 terminus nor the COOH terminus
alone was detected on the mitotic NORs (Fig. 4 B, bottom).
These results demonstrate that the DNA-binding capacity of
GFP-UBF1 is required for the association of the protein with mi-
totic NORs, thus suggesting that GFP-UBF1 is able to access
NORs at the DNA level. In addition, treatment of cells with acti-
nomycin D, a minor groove DNA intercalator (Perry and Kelley,
1968) that likely disrupts the DNA binding of GFP-UBF1, sig-
nificantly reduced the exchange of GFP-UBF1 from mitotic
NORs (unpublished data). These findings further support the no-
tion that mitotic DNA, although highly compact and condensed,
remains accessible to RNA pol I transcription factors.

 

Linker histone H1 exchanges with 
mitotic chromosomes with phase-specific 
dynamics

 

Because transcription factors are able to access mitotic chroma-
tin at the DNA level, we were interested in the dynamics of
structural chromatin proteins during mitosis, particularly the
nucleosome components including the linker and core histones.
The mammalian linker histone H1 binds to the linker region be-
tween two adjacent nucleosomes and is involved in chromatin

structure, remodeling, folding, and the regulation of transcrip-
tion in a gene-specific manner (Brown et al., 1997; Takami and
Nakayama, 1997; Wolffe, 1998; Gunjan and Brown, 1999). To
evaluate whether H1 exchanges from highly condensed and
transcriptionally inactive mitotic nucleosomes, we performed
FRAP and FLIP analyses of H1c-GFP during different phases
of mitosis (Fig. 5). The H1c-GFP–fusion protein expressed un-
der an inducible promoter in an NIH 3T3 cell line has been
demonstrated to behave like endogenous H1c by several criteria
(Lever et al., 2000; Misteli et al., 2000). The same expression
construct was stably transfected into HeLa cells with an expres-
sion level of less than 5% of total H1c expression. FRAP recov-
ery kinetics of H1c-GFP in both human and mouse cell lines
were evaluated in interphase nuclei and on metaphase chromo-
somes. Identical recovery curves were found in mouse and hu-
man cells and the recovery curve in interphase nuclei is compa-
rable to published studies (Lever et al., 2000; Misteli et al.,
2000), suggesting that mouse H1c-GFP behaves similarly in
human and mouse cells (unpublished data). Identical results
were also obtained when recombinant H1 was microinjected
into NIH 3T3 or HeLa cells, demonstrating that the COOH-ter-
minal GFP tag does not interfere with protein function (unpub-
lished data). These findings demonstrate that H1c-GFP can be
used as a good marker protein for H1 in living cells.

Figure 3. FRAP of GFP-fusion proteins of
RNA pol I subunits, RPA39/40 and RPA43
during anaphase–telophase transition. Bar,
10 �m. (A) Fluorescent images of the FRAP
processes. Boxes indicate the areas of bleach-
ing and fluorescence recovery. (B) Quantita-
tion of the fluorescence recoveries through
changes in RFI for GFP-RPA39/40 and (C)
graphic presentation of t50 of GFP-RPA39/40
in interphase and mitotic cells. (D) FRAP of
RPA43-GFP and (E) graphic presentation of t50

of RPA43-GFP. Error bars represent averages
from 10 to 14 cells � SD.
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During mitosis, chromosome-associated H1c-GFP shows
FRAP from prophase to telophase (Fig. 5 A). The concomitant
decline in fluorescence intensity in the unbleached region with
the increase in the bleached region is indicative of rapid recap-
ture of H1c-GFP molecules on to chromosome upon dissocia-
tion, thus minimizing their residence time in a free form in the
mitotic cytoplasm. Consistent with this notion, the fluores-
cence signal on mitotic chromosomes declines during continu-
ous bleaching of the mitotic cytoplasm (Fig. 5, D and E).

The rate of FRAP for H1c-GFP is reduced during mito-
sis as compared with recovery times in interphase cells (Fig.
5, A–C). This is consistent with a previous report that H1.1-
GFP showed an elevated t

 

50

 

 at metaphase (Lever et al., 2000).
Detailed evaluation of the dynamics of H1c-GFP at various
phases of mitosis demonstrates that the fluorescence recovery
of H1c-GFP at metaphase is enhanced (t

 

50

 

 

 

�

 

 4.5 min) as com-
pared with recovery during either prophase, anaphase, or telo-
phase (t

 

50

 

 ranging from 10 to 15 min; Fig. 5, A–C). Our ob-
servations demonstrate that there is an active exchange of H1
to and from condensed mitotic chromosomes and that the rate
of exchange is different at the various phases of mitosis, pos-
sibly reflecting changes in the association of H1 with DNA at
specific phases.

 

Subpopulations of core histones 
exchange on and off anaphase and 
telophase chromosomes

 

Because linker histone continues to exchange on and off con-
densed chromosome during mitosis, we were interested in
analyzing the association of the core histones with mitotic
chromosomes. Recent evidence suggests that core histones are
disrupted and replaced during transcriptional activation (Belot-
serkovskaya and Reinberg, 2004). The dynamics of nucleo-
somes during mitosis have not been explored. GFP-H2A, H2B-
GFP, H3-GFP, and H4-GFP have previously been functionally
characterized and demonstrated to be properly incorporated
into nucleosomes in vivo (Perche et al., 2000; Kimura and
Cook, 2001). Overall, the fluorescence recoveries of GFP-core
histones through FRAP analyses using stably transfected hu-
man cells were very slow in non-S interphase nuclei (Kimura
and Cook, 2001), with a small subpopulation of H2B-GFP that
was more rapidly exchanged (Kimura and Cook, 2001). With
the same stably transfected cell lines, we examined the asso-
ciation of these fusion proteins to condensed chromosomes
throughout all phases of mitosis using FRAP analyses (Figs. 6
and 7). Although all of the GFP-core histone fusion proteins
show 5% or less recovery during prophase and metaphase dur-

Figure 4. Deletion mutagenesis analyses
demonstrate that DNA-binding capacity is
required for the association of GFP-UBF1 with
the mitotic NORs. (A) Schematic diagram of
the mutants generated. (B) The localization of
the UBF mutant GFP-fusion proteins on mitotic
NORs (arrowheads). Bar, 10 �m.
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ing 20-min observations, they show significant enhanced re-
covery at anaphase and telophase, reaching 13–17% recovery
after 20 min (Figs. 6 and 7). H2B-GFP seemed to recover
slightly more than GFP-H2A within the same period (Fig. 7,
A–D), whereas H3- and H4-GFP show similar recovery curves
in those phases of mitosis (Fig. 7, E–H). These findings suggest
that a subpopulation of core histones is exchanged on and off
anaphase and telophase chromosomes.

The dynamic exchange of chromatin proteins makes the
prediction that a soluble unbound pool of the exchanging pro-
tein must exist. To confirm the predicted existence of a soluble
pool of core histones in the mitotic cytoplasm, we fractionated
metaphase cells into chromosome and cytoplasmic fractions
and analyzed the distribution of endogenous and tagged his-
tones by Western blot (Valdivia, 1998). Endogenous histones
H1, H2B, and H3 can be detected both in the chromosome and

Figure 5.  H1c-GFP rapidly exchanges with
mitotic chromosome and the dynamics of the
process varies throughout different mitotic
phases. FRAP analyses of GFP-tagged histone
H1c at various phases of mitosis (A). Fluores-
cent images of FRAP of H1c-GFP. (B and C)
Quantification of the fluorescence recoveries
through changes in RFI over time. (D) Fluores-
cent images of the FLIP of H1c-GFP. (E) Quan-
titation of the FLIP reflected by FRI over time.
Bars, 10 �m. Error bars represent averages
from 10 to 12 cells � SD.
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cytoplasmic fraction prepared from either transfected or non-
transfected cells (Fig. 8 B). Importantly, the GFP-fusion pro-
teins of all five histones can also be detected in the cytoplasmic
fraction in stably expressing cells (Fig. 8 A). These findings
demonstrate the existence of a soluble cytoplasmic pool of core
and linker histones in mitotic cells that is the prerequisite for
any possible exchange.

 

Core histone exchanges on anaphase and 
telophase chromosome temporally 
correlate with H3-K9 acetylation and 
RNA pol II polymerase association

 

One possible explanation for partial core histone exchange at
the end of mitosis is that the replacement is linked to reactiva-
tion of transcription. To test this possibility, we evaluated the
state of some of the histone tail modifications and the associa-
tion of RNA pol II with chromosome at the anaphase–telophase
transition, and correlated these changes with the level of
transcription as determined by in situ bromo-uridine (Br-U)
incorporation at the same period (Huang et al., 1998). Immuno-
labeling using a specific antibody against acetylated H3-K9
demonstrated that acetylated H3-K9 can be detected on segre-
gating chromosomes as early as anaphase, whereas it is com-
pletely absent from prophase and metaphase chromosomes

(Fig. 9 A). Demethylation and acetylation of H3-K9 have been
correlated with chromatin remodeling associated with transcrip-
tional activation (Fischle et al., 2003). The increase in acety-
lated H3-K9 suggests that chromatin remodeling begins despite
the visibly persistent condensation of chromosome at this stage
of mitosis. In addition, as H3-S10 phosphorylation statues has
also been shown to be associated with the acetylation of H3 (Lo
et al., 2000, 2001; Edmondson et al., 2002), we were interested
to evaluate whether the increases in acetylation of H3-K9 corre-
spond to the decreases in H3-S10 phosphorylation. Double la-
beling of acetylated H3-K9 and phosphorylated H3-S10 showed
that as the labeling of acetylated H3-K9 increases on anaphase
and telophase chromosomes, the signal for phosphorylated
H3-S10 decreases (Fig. S1, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/
content/full/jcb.200407182/DC1). These findings further sup-
port that chromatin remodeling initiates before the large-scale
chromosome decondensation at mitotic exit.

To evaluate whether chromatin remodeling occurs con-
currently with transcriptional reactivation, we examined the lo-
calization of RNA pol II on the anaphase–telophase chromo-
somes. The largest subunit of RNA pol II fused to GFP (GFP-
pol II LS) has previously been shown to be fully functional in
transcription (Sugaya et al., 2000; Kimura et al., 2002). The
same stably transfected cells were examined for the localiza-

Figure 6.  FRAP analyses of H2B-GFP at all
phases of mitosis. Cells were imaged before
and during recovery after bleaching of chro-
mosome area. For each M phase cell, top
panel represents original images, bottom
panel represents pseudocolored images.
Bar, 10 �M.
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tion of GFP-pol II LS in mitotic cells (Fig. 9 B). Although
GFP-pol II LS is not detected on prophase and metaphase chro-
mosomes, it becomes associated with chromosomes at the ana-
phase–telophase transition (Fig. 9 B), consistent with a report
by Prasanth et al. (2003). The association is concomitant with
the increased acetylation of H3-K9 (Fig. 9 A) and takes place
before the onset of bulk RNA synthesis when colabeled with
Br-U incorporation (Fig. 9 B). Cells expressing GPF-pol II LS
were pulse labeled for 5 min with Br-U and the incorporation
of nucleotide was detected using a specific antibody against
Br-U (Huang et al., 1998). The results demonstrate that the
most active cellular transcriptional sites at anaphase–telophase
transition are in the NORs (Fig. 9 B) as shown previously
(Thiry and Goessens, 1996). Outside of NORs, little Br-U la-
beling was detected (Fig. 9 B), suggesting that the bulk of RNA
pol II transcription has yet to be initiated. These findings dem-

onstrate that histone acetylation and RNA pol II association
coincides with core-histone exchanges. These events appear
to precede large-scale chromatin decondensation and general
transcriptional reactivation.

 

Discussion

 

The RNA pol I transcription machinery 
exchanges rapidly on and off mitotic 
condensed NORs

 

Several RNA pol I transcription factors are associated with the
condensed and transcriptionally silent NORs during mitosis
(Scheer and Rose, 1984; Roussel et al., 1993, 1996; Scheer
and Weisenberger, 1994; Gilbert et al., 1995; Moss and Ste-
fanovsky, 1995; Jordan et al., 1996; Hernandez-Verdun et al.,
2002). Although the accumulation of RNA pol I components

Figure 7.  FRAP analyses of core histones at all phases
of mitosis. Quantification of the fluorescence recoveries
through changes in RFI over time for GFP-H2A, H2B-GFP,
H3-GFP, and H4-GFP, correspondingly. Error bars repre-
sent averages from 10 cells � SD.
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could have been due to their stable association with NORs
upon transcriptional silencing, the highly dynamic nature of
these transcription factors and many chromatin proteins dur-
ing interphase (Chen and Huang, 2001; Dundr et al., 2002;
Phair et al., 2004) provoked the question of whether the NOR-
associated proteins were dynamically exchanged rather than
stably bound. In this report, we use FRAP analyses to show
that the NOR-associated RNA pol I transcription machinery is
highly dynamic throughout mitosis. UBF and RNA pol I sub-
units exchange from NORs within minutes and the association
of GFP-UBF with the NORs is dependent on its DNA-binding
capacity. These findings suggest that NORs are accessible at
least to a subset of transcription factors at the DNA level
throughout mitosis.

The presence of some RNA pol I transcription factors,
including UBF and RNA pol I subunit RPA43 at transcrip-
tionally silenced NORs throughout mitosis, suggests that chro-
matin condensation does not drastically change NOR ac-
cessibility. However, the exchange kinetics of the RNA pol I
machinery is altered. GFP-UBF shows a slowdown in fluores-
cence recovery, with t

 

50

 

 altered from 5 s in interphase nucleoli
to around 17-45 s on NORs during mitosis. Using FLIP analy-
sis we show that these slower exchanges are most likely due to
an increased residence time of UBF on NORs, suggesting that
GFP-UBF1 binds to rDNA cluster more stably in mitosis than
in interphase. Similarly, the fluorescence recovery of TATA-
binding protein (GFP-TBP) is also significantly slower (50%
fluorescence recovery

 

 

 

cannot be reached 20 min after bleach-
ing) when half of the entire mitotic chromosomes including
NORs were bleached (unpublished data).

In comparison, polymerase subunits behave differently.
GFP-RPA39/40 and RPA43-GFP both show slightly faster
fluorescence recovery in mitosis than in interphase nucleoli.
Although RPA43 associates with NORs throughout mitosis,
RNA pol I subunits RPA39/40, RPA194, and RPA16 (Leung et
al., 2004) are absent from the transcriptionally inactive NORs
during metaphase and early anaphase. Therefore, it is likely
that RNA pol I subunits are not efficiently recruited to the ribo-
somal promoters at NORs at this period. The finding that
RPA43, which is responsible for recruitment of RNA pol I to
the promoter through specific interactions with the preinitiation
complex (Cavanaugh et al., 2002; Yuan et al., 2002), is associ-
ated with transcriptionally silenced NORs, but with signifi-
cantly faster exchange kinetics, further supports the view that
the recruitment of RNA pol I subunits is weak when transcrip-

tion is silenced during mitosis. Together, our findings indicate
that RNA pol I transcription factors have independent NOR as-
sociation and dissociation kinetics. These findings also support
the view that the RNA pol I transcription apparatus assembles
onto promoters sequentially, rather than being recruited as a
holoenzyme (Dundr et al., 2002).

It is interesting to note that factors that are part of
the initiation complex, including GFP-UBF and GFP-TBP,
show reduced exchange dynamics during mitosis, whereas
RNA pol I subunit dynamics appear to be slightly faster dur-
ing the transcription silencing of metaphase and early ana-
phase NORs. It is not clear what dictates the changes in the
dynamics of GFP-UBF or TBP on and off mitotic chromatin
when cells enter mitosis. Previous studies have shown that
cell cycle–specific phosphorylation by cyclin-B kinase is es-
sential for the silencing of RNA pol I transcription during
mitosis, possibly at the initiation level (Heix et al., 1998;
Kuhn et al., 1998; Klein and Grummt, 1999; Sirri et al.,
1999). Perhaps either the phosphorylation of initiation com-
plex components or the general phosphorylation state of mi-
totic cells influences the rate of exchange of initiation fac-
tors from NORs. In addition, it appears that all the NORs
that are associated with the transcription apparatus during
mitosis incorporate Br-U at the mitotic exit, supporting the
idea that the NORs that are not active for transcription for
the next cell cycle might not associate with the transcription
apparatus during mitosis.

In addition to the dynamic association of RNA pol I
transcription factors with mitotic NORs, components of initi-
ation complex for RNA pol II, transcription factor IID, and
RNA pol III transcription factor IIIB, are also associated
with mitotic chromosomes (Chen et al., 2002; Christova and
Oelgeschlager, 2002; Fairley et al., 2003) although the ex-
change kinetics is much slower (Chen et al., 2002). Most
recently, other DNA-binding proteins, including GFP-fusion
of topoisomerase II, HMGA1, HMGB1, B2, and RCC1 pro-
teins, also show exchanges with mitotic chromosomes through
FRAP analyses (Scaffidi et al., 2002; Tavormina et al.,
2002; Harrer et al., 2004; Hutchins et al., 2004). Our obser-
vations together with studies from others demonstrate that
mitotic DNA in general although highly condensed is both
accessible to, and maintains dynamic interactions with, its
binding factors during mitosis. Therefore, transcription si-
lencing during mitosis is unlikely due to the inaccessibility
of DNA.

Figure 8. Western blot analyses of the
presence of histones in mitotic cytoplasm.
(A) Endogenous histones were detected in
chromosome (Ch) and cytoplasmic fractions
(Cy) prepared from both stably transfected
and non transfected cells. (B) The GFP-fusion
histones were detected in both the chromo-
some (Ch) fractions and the cytoplasmic
fractions (Cy) by an anti-GFP antibody.
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Exchanges of linker histone from mitotic 
chromosomes

 

Our observations that linker and core histones can exchange
from mitotic chromosomes indicate that highly compact mi-
totic chromosomes are accessible at the nucleosome level. His-
tone H1 is a linker histone that binds to the DNA sequences
between two adjacent nucleosomes. In vitro and in vivo experi-
ments have suggested its role in stabilization of condensed
chromosomes, transcription regulation of a subset of genes
(Carruthers and Hansen, 2000), and telomeric silencing (Je-
drusik and Schulze, 2003). Although deletion of H1 in unicel-
lular organisms has little to no effect on chromatin structure or
cell viability (Shen et al., 1995; Ushinsky et al., 1997; Patterton
et al., 1998; Barra et al., 2000; Ramon et al., 2000), recent stud-

ies demonstrated that H1 is essential for mouse embryonic de-
velopment (Fan et al., 2003). However, the mechanism by
which H1 regulates chromatin structure and gene expression
remains to be clarified.

We have observed that histone H1c-GFP actively ex-
changes on and off mitotic chromatin, though at a slower rate
than in interphase cells. The t

 

50

 

 of H1c-GFP varies from around
4.5 min at metaphase to 10–15 min at prophase, anaphase, and
telophase. It is intriguing that the t

 

50

 

 of fluorescence recov-
ery times vary at different phases of mitosis. Upon entering
prophase, FRAP slows down, followed by acceleration at
metaphase and a slowdown again at anaphase and telophase.
The recoveries are very similar at prophase, anaphase, and telo-
phase. The molecular mechanism behind these changes is not

Figure 9. H3 acetylation and polymerase II
association to chromosome take place at ana-
phase–telophase transition prior to the onset
of bulk RNA synthesis. (A) Detection of histone
H3 lysine 9 acetylation using a specific anti-
body at various mitotic phases and in inter-
phase cells. (B) Simultaneous detection of GFP-
pol II LS and Br-U incorporation through vari-
ous phases mitosis. Bar, 10 �m.
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clear, but might involve phosphorylation because treatment of
metaphase cells with staurosporine reduced the t

 

50

 

 for H1c-
GFP from around 5 min to more than 20 min (unpublished
data), consistent with the report where changes in the phos-
phorylation of H1.1 affected the association of H1.1 with chro-
matin (Hendzel et al., 2004).

 

Core histones exchange coincides with 
reactivation of transcription in telophase

 

Although GFP-fusion proteins of H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 show
little or no FRAP of prophase and metaphase chromosomes, they
showed limited but consistent dynamic exchange at later stages
of mitosis. Because the FRAP analyses were performed directly
on the mitotic chromosomes and there was a soluble pool of all
core histones in the mitotic cytoplasm, we interpret these obser-
vations as a replacement of core histones in mitotic nucleo-
somes. The core histone octamer has been thought to be de-
posited primarily at S phase (Wolffe, 1998, 2001); however,
emerging evidence indicates that core histones can be replaced,
either partially or even completely, in a replication-independent
manner (Ahmad and Henikoff, 2002a; Svejstrup, 2003; Vermaak
et al., 2003; Belotserkovskaya et al., 2004). The identification
and characterization of the facilitates chromatin transcription
(FACT) complex, both in yeast and in higher eukaryotic cells,
demonstrated that components of the complex interact with core
histones in reconstituted cell extract assays (Belotserkovskaya et
al., 2003) and are recruited to activated loci on 

 

Drosophila

 

 poly-
tene chromosomes (Saunders et al., 2003). Loss of function of
FACT homologues (spt6) in yeast induces the loss of active
chromatin, suggesting that FACT is necessary for transcription-
coupled nucleosome assembly (Kaplan et al., 2003). Additional
studies using in vitro transcription analyses demonstrated that
the passing of RNA pol II resulted in quantifiable loss of H2A:
H2B (Kireeva et al., 2002). There are also several histone vari-
ants that are incorporated in a replication-independent manner.
Histone variant H3.3 has been shown to incorporate only into
transcriptionally active chromatin outside of S phase (Ahmad
and Henikoff, 2002b). Another histone variant, H2A.Z, has also
been shown to form a dimer with H2B that exchanges with the
H2A: H2B dimer on an existing nucleosome array in the absence
of replication (Mizuguchi et al., 2004). All these studies indicate
the possibility that disruption of nucleosomes can take place in-
dependently of replication and can be coupled with transcription.

The exchange of core histones on mitotic chromatin at
anaphase and telophase observed by FRAP may reflect the re-
placement of a subset of nucleosomes in genome regions that
are transcriptionally reactivated in the earliest parts of the new
cell cycle. This interpretation is consistent with evidence of
chromatin remodeling and chromatin association with RNA
pol II at the anaphase–telophase transition (Fig. 9; Prasanth et
al., 2003). In situ incorporation of Br-U for 5 min at the same
stage showed little labeling outside of NORs (Fig. 9), suggest-
ing that the majority of transcription is yet to commence at this
point. The replacement of core histones conceivably precedes
transcription to allow the clearance of promoter regions for
factors to engage. This interpretation is consistent with the
emerging model of nucleosome disruption during transcription

activation (Belotserkovskaya et al., 2004). The exchange dy-
namics of H3 and H4 appear to be similar, whereas those of
H2B are slightly faster than H2A. These observations are con-
sistent with the idea that H2A:H2B dimers are disrupted to a
larger extent than H3 and H4 during transcription (Nacheva et
al., 1989). The lesser extent of exchange of H2A in comparison
with H2B could be partially due to the replacement of H2A by
its variants, such as H2A.Z (Redon et al., 2002).

In summary, we have found that mitotic chromosomes in
general and ribosome DNA loci in particular are accessible to
transcription factors and structural proteins in spite of its high
compaction ratio. Nucleosome components, including linker and
core histones, also show exchanges from condensed chromosome
during mitosis. These findings suggest that transcription silencing
during mitosis is likely due to other reasons, such as the loss of
activity and/or modifications of transcription factors, rather than
to the inaccessibility of DNA. Furthermore, a small fraction of
core histones undergo replacement at the anaphase–telophase
transition that is temporally correlated with histone tail modifica-
tion and RNA pol II association, suggesting that alterations in
chromatin structure may take place before resumption of tran-
scription as cells exit mitosis. Although the functional signifi-
cance of the exchange of transcription factors and structural chro-
matin proteins from chromosomes during mitosis is unknown, it
is tempting to speculate that the dynamic association of these pro-
teins may help prepare the genome for its reactivation by main-
taining a relatively open chromosome configuration. This may
serve to minimize the requirement for decondensation when large
numbers of genes must be rapidly reactivated as cells exit mitosis.

 

Materials and methods

 

Cell culture and transfection

 

Histone H1, H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 stable cell lines were provided by H.
Kimura (Kyoto University, Japan; Kimura and Cook, 2001). Histone stable
cell lines and HeLa cells were maintained in DME supplemented with 10%
FBS at 37

 

�

 

C and 5% CO

 

2

 

. A clone stably expressing the largest subunit of
RNA pol II tagged with EGFP was cultured in Ham’s F12 medium plus
10% FBS at 39

 

�

 

C (Sugaya et al., 2000). Cells were diluted twice a week.
Expression constructs were transiently transfected into HeLa cells by elec-
troporation. Subconfluent cells in a 100-mm culture dish were collected by
trypsinization and mixed with 20 

 

�

 

g of DNA, including 4 

 

�

 

g target DNA
and 16 

 

�

 

g sheared salmon sperm DNA. A 280-

 

�

 

l mixture of cells in DME
containing 10% FBS and DNA was electroporated in an electroporator
(Bio-Rad Laboratories) at 250 V and 950 

 

�

 

F. Transfected cells and stable
cell lines were subsequently seeded onto glass coverslips that were
mounted on the bottom of 35-mm Petri dishes with an opening in the cen-
ter (MatTek) and grown for 24 h. To inhibit phosphorylation, cells were
treated with 1 

 

�

 

M staurosporine for 10–30 min. Staurosporine is an inhibitor
of phospholipid/calcium-dependent protein kinase.

 

Construction of GFP-fusion proteins

 

pEGFP-UBF1 expression vector was described previously (Chen and Huang,
2001). RPA43-GFP expression vector was previously characterized in
Dundr et al. (2002). GFP-UBF1mutants were constructed by inserting cDNA
containing UBF1 mutants into the pEGFP-C1 vector (CLONTECH Laborato-
ries, Inc.). GFP-RAP39/40 was constructed by inserting cDNA containing
RPA39/40 [gi:2266928] into the BglII–KpnI restriction site of pEGFP-C1
vector (CLONTECH Laboratories, Inc.) and the HeLa stable cell lines were
constructed as described in Leung et al. (2004). Expression constructs were
sequenced to confirm that they contained the correct cDNA sequence.

 

Photobleaching and live cell imaging

 

Cells transfected with the GFP-fusion protein expression vector and stable
cell lines were maintained in DME supplemented with 30 mM Hepes, pH
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7.1, to stabilize the pH of the medium during imaging. The 35-mm dishes
with coverslip bottoms were directly mounted onto a 510 confocal laser
scanning microscope (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc.) equipped with an
argon-krypton laser. The medium was kept at 37

 

�

 

C using an ASI 400 air
stream incubator (Nevtek). The 488-nm laser and a 63

 

�

 

 plan Apo lens
with a 1.4 NA were used in bleaching and imaging experiments. A laser
power of 0.05–1.1% of 3.75 mW was used in image acquisitions, and
100% of 3.75 mW was used in photobleaching. The time for each im-
age acquisition ranges from 1.8 s to 1 min, which did not significantly in-
fluence the fluorescent intensity through multiple acquisitions. An area of
2 

 

�

 

m

 

2

 

 or a half area of chromosomes was bleached with an iteration of
50–150. In FRAP analyses, images were collected before, immediately
after, and at 9- or 1.8-s intervals after bleaching for the nucleolar or NOR
FRAP and 1-min intervals for the chromosome FRAP. At least 10 cells
were analyzed for each result.

 

Quantitation of relative fluorescence intensity (RFI)

 

Fluorescence intensity was measured using Metamorph (Universal Imaging
Corp.) imaging software. The average intensities of the areas of interest in
images, including before and immediately after, and a series of time
points after bleaching were measured under the same conditions for each
dataset. The fluorescence intensity of a nonphotobleached region in the
same cell was also measured. The RFI at each time point was calculated
as described by Phair and Misteli (2000). RFI 

 

�

 

 (I

 

t

 

/TN

 

t

 

)/

 

(

 

I

 

0

 

/TN

 

0

 

), where
I

 

t 

 

�

 

 the average fluorescence intensity of the photobleached region at var-
ious time points after photobleaching, TN

 

t 

 

�

 

 the average fluorescence in-
tensity of the nonphotobleached region at the corresponding time point,
I

 

0 

 

� 

 

the average fluorescence intensity of the photobleached region before
photobleaching, and TN

 

0

 

 

 

�

 

 the average fluorescence intensity of the non-
photobleached region before photobleaching. When I

 

t

 

/TN

 

t

 

 

 

�

 

 I

 

0

 

/TN

 

0

 

,
namely, when RFI 

 

�

 

 1, the fluorescence recovery of the photobleached
region reaches 100%.

 

Detection of histone proteins of chromosome and cytoplasm fractions in 
mitotic cells

 

The isolation and purification of mitotic chromosomes were performed
as described previously (Valdivia, 1998). HeLa cells were treated with
nocodazole (500 ng/ml; Sigma-Aldrich) for 

 

�

 

16 h. Mitotic cells were
then incubated in 75 mM KCl on ice for 20 min and subsequently in dis-
ruption buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 120 mM KCl, 20 mM NaCl,
0.1% Triton X-100, 2 mM CaCl

 

2

 

, 5 

 

�

 

g/ml aprotinin, 5 

 

�

 

g/ml leupep-
tin, 0.5 

 

�g/ml pepstatin A and 0.1 mM PMSF) for 10 min. The cells
were homogenized and the resultant extract centrifuged at 3,000 g for
15 min at 4�C. The supernatant was used as the cytoplasmic fraction.
The pellet, which is enriched with crude chromosomes, was further puri-
fied by centrifugation in a 36-ml linear gradient consisting of 20–60%
wt/vol sucrose in disruption buffer. Fractions containing chromosomes
were pooled and centrifuged at 2,500 g for 10 min at 4�C. The chro-
mosome pellet was washed, sonicated, and resuspended in aqueous
disruption buffer. To extract the histone proteins, sulfuric acid was
added into purified chromosome and cytoplasmic fraction to a final con-
centration of 0.4 N and left on ice 30 min. After centrifugation at
1,200 g for 10 min, to the supernatants TCA was added to 20%, these
were left on ice 30 min, and then centrifuged again for 10 min. The pel-
lets were washed with acetone, 0.1% HCl, and then rewashed with ac-
etone. After being air dried, the pellets were resuspended in Laemmli
sample buffer, sonicated, and boiled. Proteins present in the chromo-
some and cytoplasmic fractions were separated by SDS-PAGE for West-
ern blot analyses using antibodies directed against histones H1, H2A
(Upstate Biotechnology), H2B (Cell Signaling Technology), H3 (Upstate
Biotechnology), H4 (a gift from D. Allis, The Rockefeller University, New
York, NY), and GFP (BD Biosciences Clontech). Immunoblotting signals
were visualized by conversion of SuperSignal West Pico Chemilumines-
cent Substrate (Pierce Chemical Co.).

In vivo incorporation of Br-U
HeLa cells were seeded onto glass coverslips in 35-mm Petri dishes and
were grown overnight. Cells were rinsed once with PBS and once with a
glycerol buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 5 mM MgCl2, 25% glycerol, 0.5
mM PMSF, and 0.5 mM EGTA). Cells were then permeabilized in the
glycerol buffer containing 5 �g/ml digitonin at RT for 3 min. Subse-
quently, cells were incubated in transcription cocktail (100 mM KCl,
50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4, 5 mM MgCl2, 0.5 mM EGTA, 25% glycerol,
1 mM PMSF, 2 mM ATP, 0.5 Mm CTP, 0.5 mM GTP, 0.2 mM Br-UTP and
25 U/ml RNAsin) for 5 min at 37�C.

Immunolabeling
For Br-U staining, cells were gently rinsed twice with PBS and fixed in 2%
PFA after the transcription reaction. For acetyl histone H3 (K9) staining,
subconfluent HeLa cells grown on glass coverslips were extracted with
CSK buffer containing 0.5% Triton X-100 on ice for 5 min and immedi-
ately fixed in 2% formaldehyde for 10 min. Antibodies specifically recog-
nizing Br-U (Sigma-Aldrich), UBF (a gift from E.K.L. Chang, University of
Florida, Gainesville, FL) and acetyl histone H3-K9 (Upstate Biotechnology)
were incubated with cells for 1 h at RT. The immunolabeling signals were
subsequently detected by incubating cells with Texas red– or FITC-conju-
gated secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc.).
Fluorescent images were collected on a confocal laser scanning micro-
scope (model LSM 510; Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc.) equipped with
META and a 405-nm laser (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging, Inc.).

Online supplemental material
Fig. S1 shows the increases of H3-K9 acetylation on telophase chromo-
somes temporally correlate with the decreases of H3-S10 phosphoryla-
tion. Bar, 10 �M. Online supplemental material is available at http://
www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/jcb.200407182/DC1.
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